Grandpa, Do You Remember When?: Sharing A Lifetime Of Loving Memories--A Keepsake Journal
Synopsis

Following artist Jim Daly's top-selling Grandma, Do You Remember When? (more than 140,000 copies sold), this latest heirloom-worthy journal will encourage grandfathers to record their legacy of stories, facts, dreams, favorites, and milestones. Alongside Daly's nostalgic and memory-inspiring artwork, the quest to share the details of a life's journey and a heart's treasures is made easier with guided questions and ample room for responses. Families will enjoy this keepsake that overflows with a grandfather's unique history and his hopes for the next generation.
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Customer Reviews

Pro's
Great questions
Reads like children's book
Beautiful illustrations
Like the fact that it does not focus on the family tree
Cons
Illustrations may not work for ethnic grandparents
Will not work for divorced grandparents

Sweet memories are a genuine Heirloom to be cherished! This is such a sweet memory book. It is guided journaling where it asks a question for the grandfather to answer. Tip/Trick: I helped my grandmother complete the "Grandma do you Remember When" book by asking her questions and tape recording her answers- we found it much easier for her to speak answers and tell her stories than it was for her to write them. Then I recorded them into the book later. Details: The book includes some simple questions and some thoughtful questions. Each question is followed with a few lines of writing space. For example a simple question might be something like "How much did a
I am looking forward to completing the journal and being able to read it to my grand children. The paintings by Jim Daly are a credit to the book and make it easier to share the experiences. Gary, Australia

I have looked at a lot of different types of grandparent memory books and am so glad I looked around until I found this one (and it’s Grandma counterpart). The only mistake I made was in not ordering enough books so each of my kids can have one from each grandparent!

I purchased the one for grandmothers as well, and they’re both high quality and easy to use. They prompt you with good questions that make it easy to stimulate answers. I would highly recommend this book.

This is a guideline to documenting great memories for grandpas. Highly recommend it for any grandpa that wants to speak to his grandchildren long after he is gone.

A beautiful keepsake. Now Grandpa just has to find time to fill it all out!

Should be used for grandfathers around the age of 70.
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